Trustees approve plans for '97-'98 year

Board alters management of patient care at Bowman Gray, sets university budget, elects members and officers for the upcoming school year. The new officers are Jerry B. Baker, James S. Boyette, Gerald W. Gold, and Allen H. Guinn.

Rally held on Chapell's steps

Voters determine three SG officers

SBAC will no longer fund media's capital expenses

Student trustee decision delayed

Student Life Committee's nominee will be reviewed by board in October

What's on your mind?

But what about the Sharks?

What are you looking forward to this fall?
Comedy, music benefit planned

By BYRON ELLIS

Five musical acts and the LittleRanger comedic troupe are on the billing of the WAKC benefit concert April 19 at Davis Field.

"A lot of people are going to get involved," said Mike McKee, the director of Benson University Center, Ext. 5494.

McKee said the concert will be held from 8 p.m. to midnight, with details to be announced.

The benefit concert, which will be held in an informal talk-show setting, is titled "Football and Volunteerism and its link to the most inclusive breakout group discussions."

The concert will feature about 150 people, including scenes from the Benson University Center, Ext. 5494.

The LittleRanger comedic troupe will perform and other comedians will "go of a "search of a "show," according to Mike McKee.

The benefit concert will be held at Davis Field, and free tickets are available in the Benson University Center, Ext. 5494.

Patrons question standing at Ziggy's

Incident dubbed unfortunate, safety not considered major problem at local tavern

By BYRON ELLIS

The standing at Ziggy's on Davis Field Saturday night will be a new rudder to Wagstaff, as he is being treated at Baptist Hospital Medical Center and left unable to see in his normal check at local music clubs.

On any given night, it is easy to find university students at Ziggy's, according to the student who was standing beside the three newly-elected directors for finances.

"The benefit concert was held at Davis Field, and free tickets are available in the Benson University Center, Ext. 5494."
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Boyd uses stories of four extraordinary Africans to cross cultural barriers, work to dispel damaging stereotypes

Boyd, an assistant professor of Romance languages, who lives, are doing things the rest of the world should. Rather, she hopes to promote a better understanding of student organizations next. Important issues and the progress of the arts: one is the arts: one is the

Though her present film focuses on four individuals, Boyd describes her project as a film about the best first time African. Because film is such an entertaining genre, Boyd said. If elected secretary, Madhany plans to continue his/her campaign. The three most prestigious awards are given to the best film overall and the best entry from a single country. The film making, which includes blacks of African descent who do not speak in Africa. Instead, the finalist is now in its fifteenth year and attracts entries from about 1,000 participants from around the world.

The Phoenix, for which Boyd does not edit, is her official publication and research-oriented. As a member of the press, Boyd was given the opportunity to indulge her personal passion for film by watching new films and seeing major conferences with the annual recipients and distinguished visitors. Boyd bifurcated with Africa's nomadic filmmakers and was invited to the President's house for a reception. "It is one of the most wonderful events in the world," Boyd said.

SG
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A past speaker instigated issues which really increased accountability, " said Carlucci. "I've started," Madhany said Tuesday night. To raise accountability, Madhany plans to encourage students to interact with their instructors and concerns with faculty, incorporate student input into the administration process and the process of the board.
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leaders continue peace efforts

WASHINGTON — President Bill Clinton met with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu Monday to discuss peace efforts in the Mideast conflict. At the meeting, Netanyahu explained his plan for a six-month negotiation to be the final settlement between the Israelis and Palestinians. However, the Clinton administration says it is hesitant to support such a plan until Netanyahu proves his sincerity and the plan’s feasibility.

Netanyahu promised at the meeting to uphold existing agreements even if new negotiations take place. Clinton said he would meet with Palestinian leaders about the conflict later this week.

Air Force jet still missing

PHOENIX, Ariz. — Air Force officials said Thursday they still do not have any leads in the investigation of the attack jet that has been missing since April.

Capt. Craig Button was flying the jet, an A-10 Thunderbolt carrying four non-nuclear bombs and mounted machine guns, in a formation with two other A-10s.

The pilot stayed in the formation, which was traveling at a cruising altitude in southeastern Ariz., for about 90 minutes, when he then broke from the formation. Button did not answer a call a few minutes later, leaving some people to think he may have ejected.

However, radar records show that the plane changed course over Aspen, Colo., which would have required a pilot steering. The last radar location of the plane was near Edwards, Colo.

The Air Force’s Office of Special Investigations has now been added to the investigation. Some evidence has been discovered that Button made special trips to Colorado during training flights in the past.

Shuttle mission returns early

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — The seven astronaut-cosmonauts who returned to Earth three days early after the shuttle Columbia’s engine failure did not feel as if they were doing something dangerous or exciting.

The engine failure occurred April 4 at 1:41 a.m. EST, when the shuttle was 50 miles above Edwards, Texas, on its way to the International Space Station.

Col. Richard Searfoss, commander of the Columbia’s mission, said Wednesday he believed the shuttle was in “good condition” and its status was expected to be “conducted at $500 million.”

The decision to return was made based on a number of factors, including the possibility of a make-up flight in July, space shuttle operations, rotor and engine failures and concerns about the Columbia’s ability to land safely.

The Columbia’s engines are expected to be operational after repairs and inspections. The decision to return during the mission is expected to be accompanied by a statement from the commander or a statement from the shuttle’s crew.

PiKA purchases fire engine to add visibility, show unity

The fire engine is a 1969 Chevrolet 427 purchased from Stage’s Fire Engine Company in Virginia. “It’s fully loaded,” Adamsbaum said. The truck’s equipment includes operational sirens, hoes, axes, and other equipment. Although there are laws prohibiting the use of sirens, Adamsbaum said that the PiKAs “used to be able to put the water pumps to good use.” The truck is in good repair and is expected to arrive in the next week or two.

Adamsbaum said that the fire engine is PiKA’s first aerial and that many chapters nationwide have one. The truck itself is a 1969 Chevrolet 427 purchased for $3,700, including some minor repairs. The truck is in good repair and is fully operational. The final cost to the fraternity was $10,000. The truck was in good repair and was purchased for $3,700, including some minor repairs. The truck is in good repair and is fully functional as a symbol of chapter unity to the brothers and to the campus at large.
Ask for her hand, without spending an arm and a leg...

only $55 per month...
A beautiful lakeside campus
on-linear to eight-week courses available
Courses in everything from the basics to biochemistry
Great courses in the social sciences
One-to-eight-week courses available
Courses in everything from the basics to nuclear physics
Smaller class sizes
Over 300 courses this summer

SUMMER BETTER THAN OTHERS
- Five ways to study abroad - Alexandria, Egypt
- Cesca, Peru
- Prague, Czech Republic - South Africa
- Verona, Italy
- Burn Debris Disaster free
Smokey is counting on you to follow the rules for safely burning debris.
- Check local laws on burning.
- Don't burn on dry windy days.
- Clear a 30-foot circle around debris before lighting fire.
- Keep shovel, rake and water nearby.
- Don't leave fire unattended by an adult, even for a minute.
- Consider alternatives to burning: composting, recycling, or hauling to a landfill.

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
MTV recruits odd students

BY Conner Courto

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. — MTV once again used Rutgers students as a guile on-airing goal, as the popular music-oriented network recruited more eclectic students.

Schylinski was pleased with the “oddness” of university students.

The main point of the show is really something captured every day here at Rutgers,” she said. “It’s a high school, yet rarely every type of person can be found here, all with different personalities and quirks.”

The spin on the traditional dating game — the station once again coexisting with the university — is the show’s celebration of our differences, which is something that television lacks in this day and age,” Schylinski said. “It’s that ‘anything goes’ spirit that we’ll never include in any edits.”

“It’s not a fan of MTV or anything, but he wants us to be accepted,” Schylinski added. “It’s a tribute to the network’s current programming.”

“This is a celebration of our differences, which is something that television lacks in this day and age,” Schylinski said. “It’s that ‘anything goes’ spirit that we’ll never include in any edits.”

Suffolk Village, the cable channel’s current offering, is an off­beat daily talk show centered around several people with abnormal talents and skills, and Oddville’s producer Kristen Schylinski.

Hustle’s producer Frank Hope, the show will include the variety of comics each week, but focus entirely on the everyday person who is somewhat unique, Schylinski said.

University auditions displayed a gamut of talents, from playing popular rock tracks using only their hands to swallowing entire pieces of fruit in one go.

Schylinski was pleased with the “oddness” of university students.

“The main point of the show is really something captured every day here at Rutgers,” she said. “It’s a high school, yet rarely every type of person can be found here, all with different personalities and quirks.”

MTV will include numerous celebrity guests this semester’s tryouts for the giant auditioning pool, as the popular network searched for a “Singled Out” spin-off. The station once again coexist with the university.

“Oddville” can be seen on MTV on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Although the: •

Rally
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He also felt that the university does not have enough minority students or faculty.

“How many times have you guys had transfer because they felt they weren’t enough diversity?” Robinson asked.

Junior Lilly Bekele, who will serve as the student president of the Black Student Organization, also said that anyone who does not support the new organization.”

Senior Tia Schiffner, the president of VOICE, spoke at the request of Junior Ali-Mouna Madhany, who said that this was the opportunity for students to face head-on and not get things done properly.”

“Junior Ali-Mouna Madhany, who said that this was the opportunity for students to face head-on and not get things done properly.”

The deadline for letters to the editor and brieflies is Monday at 5 p.m. Please turn them in on a disk.
Announcing the MTW "Ultimate Road Trip" Sweepstakes.

Being abroad this school year? MTW would love to help you pay your way.

Entrant Prize Winners:
- Round-Trip Air Transportation from the U.S. to the country where you'll be studying.
- Five thousand of chances to win high-quality currency converters (may, you may find it more valuable than the air transportation).

To enter, call 1-800-357-9204. Or you can enter on-line at www.mtg.com/student abroad.

Why Settle for a Local Warranty When You Can Get a National Warranty?

meinke Discount Mufflers
Complete exhaust and brake service and auto repair.

FREE Quote / FREE Nationwide Guarantee

377-0372 Meinke on University
Open Mon-Sat & 8 am-6 pm & Sun. Hamilton Jr., maker

STUDENT TRAVEL

STA Travel is the world's largest travel organization specializing in low-cost travel for students.

(800) 777-0112

www.sta-travel.com

Carmen help us keep North Carolina Clean & Green
The annual Great Trail Rove
April 12-25

RIERSON'S FAMILY DINING

GOOD FOOD
BIG PORTIONS
REASONABLE PRICES

** DAILY SPECIALS **

Country Style Steak $3.99
All You Can Eat Spaghetti with salad $5.99
Char Broiled Steaks
Teriyaki Chicken & Steaks
Vegetable Plates

7842 North
Point Blvd.
11 am-9 pm
Mon-Sat.

DO YOU WANT A JOB??

THE BENSON CENTER WANTS YOU!!

Applications are now being accepted in Room 335 Benson for summer (Sessions I & II) and the academic year beginning in August, 1997. Position openings include summer manager, information desk, office assistant, film projectionist, fitness level, set-up crew, gameroom and night manager.

Stop by today and pick up an application. Deadline for summer is Monday, April 14 and for fall is Wednesday, April 16.

Questions? Please call Gale Newport, Facilities Coordinator, at X5230.

GIVE US TIME TO PAY YOUR LOAN.

After just three years in the Army, you can serve on active duty reduce your indebtedness by $50,000, whichever amount is greater, up to a $55,000 limit.

This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans and certain other federally insured loans which are not in default.

And this is just the first of many benefits the Army will give you. Get the whole story from your Army Recruiter.

ARMY.
BE AN AMERICAN!
W ith the campus and Student Government's election cycle firmly underway, the time seems right to reflect on an issue that has been on the minds of the bono hooker (and the dorm rooms in my life at the same time). Ralph W. Worrell, former student leader, moved to the West Coast, and I have a great deal of respect and admiration for the man. I have been reading and re-reading, and I continue to be impressed by the center of power in student life at the university. The offices of both our institutions are not the same. Never would I have thought that I would be writing a letter to the editor three to four years later as the leader of an organization that I once worked for, but my goal is to clear up some misunderstandings and to promote unity in this time of crisis.

The idea that a group of students, who are not elected officials or on the board of trustees, could influence the decision-making process of an organization that is committed to Student Government is absurd. I believe that the majority of the student leaders do not understand the importance of the role of Student Government in the decision-making process. When I was a student leader, I was able to influence the decision-making process of the Student Government, and I believe that the majority of the students who are part of Student Government do not understand the importance of this role.

The Student Government is an organization that is committed to the welfare of the students, and it is important that the students understand the importance of this role. The Student Government is an organization that is committed to the welfare of the students, and it is important that the students understand the importance of this role. The Student Government is an organization that is committed to the welfare of the students, and it is important that the students understand the importance of this role.

The Student Government is an organization that is committed to the welfare of the students, and it is important that the students understand the importance of this role. The Student Government is an organization that is committed to the welfare of the students, and it is important that the students understand the importance of this role. The Student Government is an organization that is committed to the welfare of the students, and it is important that the students understand the importance of this role.
It was a party, not a Klan rally

Erin Nesbit, March 27, 1995

This is not about racial prejudice or any other kind of political discrimination. This is about the basic human right to have fun.

It was a party, not a Klan rally. The first thing I remember is that the parking lot was full of cars. The second thing I remember is that some students were arriving and others were kicking in the parking spaces. The third thing I remember is that the faculty were concerned and the administration was concerned.

I find it hard to believe that the administration would have agreed to something like this. The administration has been very consistent with their line of thinking and they have always said that they were not going to allow this kind of behavior. I find it hard to believe that the administration would have agreed to something like this.
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I find it hard to believe that the administration would have agreed to something like this. The administration has been very consistent with their line of thinking and they have always said that they were not going to allow this kind of behavior. I find it hard to believe that the administration would have agreed to something like this.
Delta Gamma loves their seniors!!

Carol Emily Cara Caroline Teresa Amanda Kerry Amy
Kristin Roberta Laura Michelle Josh Julie Angie Beth

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
Thank you for all sorts of everyday products are being made from materials you’re recycled. But to keep recycling working for the future, you need to look for these products and buy them. For a free brochure, call 1-800-CALL-EDF.

Winston Salem’s Best Self Storage

FORT KNOX

785-4167

Climate Control Units Available
Ask About Our Mildew Free Guarantee

5550 PETERS CREEK PKWY

The Only Self Storage with Fire Protection

All Steel Individual Storage Units
7 Day Electronic Access
Radar Security System
Commercial and Residential

WFU Special: Come in and rent now!
Pay a flat 3 month rate and store belongings up to September 1, 1997.
No Administration Fee with this Ad.

U-HAUL Equipment: Limited Supply
Reserve NOW with Reservation Fee
Receive 10% discount with this ad.

The Benson University Center Discovery Series presents

Do You Believe in Angels?

Tuesday, April 15
11 am - 12 pm
Third floor rotunda, BUC

Recently there has been a resurgence of interest in the topic of angels in the movies (“Angels in the Outfield,” “The Preacher’s Wife,” “Michael”), on TV (“Touched by an Angel,” “Highway from Heaven”), and in various literary works. Are there such entities as angels?

Do you believe in angels? Our guest Andrew Ettin (English), Stewart Ellis (WFU Campus Ministry), and Belinda Womack (author of Book on Angels) will discuss their perspectives on angels and you decide! Moderator: Joanna Iwata (Benson University Center).
Oscar is no grouch after capturing victory
Sanches shoots final 69 to win the Carpet Capitol Classic in front of a national television audience

By GENE WALTER

Continuing his hot streak through the spring golf season, sophomore Sanches won the Carpet Capitol Classic and the competition for the course in Dalton. Of the 18, she was the first of four women to make par on the course since the 1993 season.

The tournament started with a mix of weather and conditions on the course. The low round of the day was a 69, achieved by Sanches and the other four women. Sanches finished in first place with a two-day total of 137, a 69 and 68.

"I think that this weekend was really a win for me," Sanches said. "I'm really excited that I was able to individually and have good performance." Sanches said that the competition was tough.

"I knew that I had to play well to win," Sanches said. "I didn't play my best on the first day, but I played better on the second day." Sanches said that she was happy with the results.

The team finished in second place with a two-day total of 274, 19 shots behind the champions. The team is looking forward to the upcoming tournament season. The team is currently ranked 21st in the nation and is ready to compete in the ACC tournament.

Individual performances highlight trip to Virginia

Deacs finish both first and second in 1,000 meters at Abronsom Invitational heading towards ACC tourney

By PAUL GAETA

The women's track and field team captured the first and second places in the 1,000 meters at the Abronsom Invitational held at the University of Virginia. The Deacs finished with a time of 4:13.81, nearly two seconds ahead of the second place team, the University of Miami.

"The desire was always there and the guys didn't let it affect the rest of their round," coach Francie Goodridge said. "They did a great job." The team finished in second place with a time of 4:16.38.

In addition to the strong performances in the sprints, the team also had several impressive performances in the field events. The team finished in second place in the long jump with a time of 5.58, behind the University of Virginia's long jump of 5.68. The Deacs also finished in second place in the shot put with a throw of 52.50, behind the University of Virginia's throw of 53.00.
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Men's tennis experiences bouncy week

By Eric Law

The Demon Deacons' men's tennis team easily defeated East Tennessee State last Tuesday, before turning their attention to Virginia Tech in a hard fought match on Saturday.

The Deacons proved something is amiss when they entered the ACC this season, beating the Hokies 6-2.

The Deacon Double team of Juan DeAngelo and Dean Howl defeated the Virginia Tech duo of Andrew Krafft and Ryan Latimer 6-3, 6-2.

Junior Michael Berger also lost in straight sets to Marek Pfeil.

Due to the performance of the singles players and doubles teams, the Deacons were able to win all four matches played on April 6.

The Deacons are currently ranked No. 6 in the Division I.

The Deacons' next match will be against the University of Miami on April 13.

President Charles Atwood announced this week that the Demon Deacon scoring opened at No. 2 and continued its winning ways with a 6-4, 6-4 victory over Daniel Garcia.

Junior Michael Berger, one of only two seniors on the Demon Deacons, defeated Matt Kortzer 6-4, 6-3 in No. 1.

The Deacons are 12-1 overall and 3-1 in the ACC.

“Our strength is in the middle of the court,” Ruebel said.

Winning teams come from having a deep bench and having the right kind of depth to rely on when needed.

Sajarian and Iggi Perez respectively.

The Deacons' two singles losses came at No. 2 and No. 6.

Junior Richard Bollman also lost in straight sets to Virginia Tech's thủy.
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The College Fund would like to thank the Class of 1997 for an outstanding Senior Class Campaign! $41,109 pledged A record 51% participation

Leadership Circle Pledges

Name In Honor Of
Glotzbach, Amy Christine Mr. & Mrs. Edward L. Glotzbach
Graber, Elizabeth Kenon John William Graber & My Parents
Hokis, Rebecca Anne
Howard, Jason Noel
Pemberton, Russell Cowan
Schippers, Christina Marie Jon & Carol Schippers, Mr. Kenneth Zick, Mr. Bob Mills
Abbott, Theo
Abbott, Tracey
Alvarez, Maythi de Lourdes
Baker, Karen West My Parents, Mr. & Mrs. Alan Baker
Barrett, David Spencer II
Barzyk, Amy Elizabeth
Bates, Meckshla Dallato
Bauer, Kristan Downing
Bishop, Tyler Warren Dr. Ian Taplin & Dr. Sarah Watts
Breuer, Emily Scott
Caudle, Neal Amsa Alan and Catherine Caudle
Cooper, Johnson Joseph
Creagh, Chad Reynolds
Dallas, Kimberly Ann Mr. & Mrs. James E. Dallas
Davenport, Patti Gene
Davis, Laura Renee
Davis, Renee Wheeler Mr. & Mrs. James Davis
Demmah, Ribukah Lynn Paul and Jennifer Demmah
Denton, Elizabeth Bland
Durnak, Jules Arthur
Dunn, Glendon Mark
Evans, Amber Lee Dr. & Mrs. David K. Evans
Fowes, Jennifer Anne Mr. & Mrs. Frank Roland, Dr. & Mrs. Douglas Fowes
Fowes, Kimberly Sonja Dr. & Mrs. Ronald Henney
Hetrick, Erica Michelle
Huffstalter, Beverly Carol Brice and Norma Jean Huffstalter
Jackson, Leslie Ann
Jones, Catharine Renee My Parents and in Memory of Paul Merry
Jones, Tilton Webb
Kassling, Kurt Brandon My Parents, Ron & Jamie Kissling
Letzrith, Edwin Neville Jr.
Lovett, Sarah McKenzi
McGrady, Amanda Ellen John & Sue E. McGrady
Meyers, Emily Langford
Miltener, Clay Alexander
Moore, Sarah Ann
Mustian, Benjamin Parker
Orser, Meagan Anne
Pugh, Bradley Dell
Quafiloto, Charles Antony
Razook, Meredith Gill
Rhoades, Jennifer Lee Dr. & Mrs. Richard Rhoades
Rhodes, James Stacy
Runtrhee, Courtney Elliott Mr. & Mrs. Frank Cox Runtrhee Jr.
Salisbury, Anne Gainer
Scott, George Gauldin III
Seabrook, Justin Brooke
Siro, John Ray
Skowronek, Jill Kristin
Snyder, Andrew Robert Matthew James Alexander
Troup, Kevin Lee
Tuckner, Mark Hamilton
Turley, Theodore McKinney
Ubertoth, Lindsey Suzanne
Priority Club Pledges

Donors

Cald, Kristen Michelle
Gaion, Jade Marie
Graft, Lori Ann
Grigg, Emily Daniels
In Memory of Julie Hansen and Maia Witzel

Hatch, Meredith Kathryn
Holding, Robert Powell IV
Keeney, Edward Augustine IV
Klein, Ryan Reeves
Kuhner, Ross Jacob
Lete, Lisa Helene
MacNeil, Jennifer Lee
Mangum, Rachel Erin
Marley, Jenny Lee
Richard B. Marley
Marino, Lawrence Joseph
Mello, Kelly Anne
In Memory of Julie Hansen & Maia Witzel
Miller, Katherine Chadwick
Mumford, Wendy Elizabeth

Noben, Kristen Anne
Olson, Linnea Faye
Pitman, Neil Ousby
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Mason III
Raymonds, Lew Olson, Lee Kirkman
Schweizer, Tiffany Bille
Scott, Katharine Anne
Mr. and Mrs. Mary Dalton
Sculvion, Michelle McBride
Shaw, William N., William Shavone
Spooner, Richard Brent Jr.
Stanley, Caroline Louise
Taylor, Susan Lynne
Timmermans, Alexander Jacoba
Truong, Theodoric Huy
Wright, Victoria Elizabeth
Williams, Topsy Reyelle
Windle, Kristin Michelle
Yates, Murphy Center Jr.

Slavkov, Sasa Taxazzu
In Memory of Maia Witzel and Julie Han
Smith, Brian David
Smith, Tina Leigh
Spangler, David Henry
Spitzer, John Edward
Spy, Mary
Stanton, Sarah Ryburn
Stevens, Abigail寒
Steffle, Emily Catherine
Stimmel, John Powell
Takami, Lynne Elizabeth
Stones, Elizabeth Scott
Stone, Patrick Michael
Strange, Christopher Dante
Streifer, Garret Raymond
Streit, Madison
Sydney, Alice Elizabeth
Tasabuti, Jenny Ann
Taylor, Jonathan Brooks
Temoney, Kate Elizabeth
Templeton, Kimberly Jill
Thomas S. Templeton
Telescher, Samantha Jean
Thomas, Crystal Lorraine
Thompson, Hayes Barnett
Thompson, Jessica Elizabeth
Abroad Program in Spain
Trafton, Jennifer Marie
My Parents
Trotz, Virginia Helen
Tunner, Kimberly Anne
Umer, Ramsey Kalel
Wagner, Stephen W.
War, Brian Christopher
Ward, Laura Ann
Wending, Brett William
White, Virginia Anne
Williams, Brionn Reese
Williams, Megan Suzanne
Williams, Thomas and Judith Williams
William, Kimberly Joy
Wilt, Erin
Wolfe, Benjamin Lockwood
Wright, John Samuel
Wybar, Jeffrey Mark Jr.
Yarbrough, Lucas Murphy
Yasak, Senichiro
Young, Lora
Zaborski, Peter Ignatius
Zawozorski, Ronald Jr.
Zawozorski, Ronald Jr.
Zimmerman, Justin Grant
Zimmerman, Jamie

"Share the Tradition, Empower the Vision."
Far and away! Students find themselves washed on the shores of Europe to a semester of studying abroad

Santerhuring through streets of Salamanca...

By Jessica Thompson

Jessica Thompson, senior, spent spring of 1996 in Salamanca. I am a native of the U.S., but Salamanca is a foreign country for me, proving just one more point about my own culture. I was always very interested in foreign languages and decided to major in Spanish. This was my first time to move away from home, and I was very apprehensive about going to a foreign place by myself. I was worried about adjusting to new people and places. I was also concerned about my ability to communicate effectively.

While I was in Salamanca, I was able to experience a lot of new things. I visited many different countries, and each had its own unique culture. I was able to try new foods, see new sites, and meet new people. I was also able to learn more about myself and my own culture.

One of the highlights of my trip was visiting the city of Salamanca. It was a beautiful city, and I was able to explore it on my own. I was able to see the old streets, the historic buildings, and the art. I also visited the University of Salamanca, which was founded in the 13th century. I was able to attend classes at the university and learn more about Spanish culture.

During my time in Salamanca, I was also able to travel to other places in Spain, such as Granada, Seville, and Barcelona. I was able to see the beautiful architecture, the art, and the history of these cities. I was able to learn about the different cultures and traditions of each place.

Overall, my experience in Salamanca was a great one. I learned a lot about Spanish culture and history, and I was able to see many new places. I would highly recommend this experience to anyone who is interested in learning about a different culture.
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Baldwin spends day critiquing and performing

Love Letters presents in-depth look at long loving between friends

By Beate Bryan

Laughter rang throughout a packed Walt Chapel on Thursday when Alec Baldwin, the oldest of the famous Baldwin brothers, read the lines of Andrew and Melissa into a poem that he has written himself. Baldwin compared Andrew and Melissa, wrote his letter to the movie director and actor, and read the tone for the morning — energetic enough to put the entire class on its toes for the entire two hours.

Jets and Sharks, the school musical, will be performed Tuesday night in Walt Chapel to a large crowd, aptly named the Sharks and the Jets. The show, which will run for one night only, is based on Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet and consists entirely of complex choreographed scenes from plays ranging from Baby with the Bathwater to Durang’s The Wolves, with spotlights used only in more intimate scenes. The show will include special guest stars who will be performed live by the actors on stage.

On Thursday afternoon, Baldwin compared Melissa’s Gunior to a rival. Baldwin’s most famous stage performance has been his portrayal of Marilyn Monroe in Sam Mendes’ Broadway musical, Love Letters, which he has appeared in blockbusters such as The Prince of Persia and True Lies. When asked to compare the two, he said, “I think the biggest difference is that I’ve done more shoes, more glasses, and more makeup for my role.”

Baldwin revealed his thoughts on the arts during interview

By Jennifer Blackford and Christine Costello

Fame has its price: being whisked from the airport to a red carpet premiere is no easy task, and the energy required to perform a five minutes speech before making a speech at an event can be challenging. Baldwin, who has starred in several films, including The Shadow, his most famous stage performance has been his portrayal of Marilyn Monroe in Sam Mendes’ Broadway musical, Love Letters, which he has appeared in blockbusters such as The Prince of Persia and True Lies. When asked to compare the two, he said, “I think the biggest difference is that I’ve done more shoes, more glasses, and more makeup for my role.”

Baldwin has been involved in a number of films, starring in 1997 with Forever, Love. Since that time he has appeared in blockbusters such as The Shadow, his most famous stage performance has been his portrayal of Marilyn Monroe in Sam Mendes’ Broadway musical, Love Letters, which he has appeared in blockbusters such as The Prince of Persia and True Lies. When asked to compare the two, he said, “I think the biggest difference is that I’ve done more shoes, more glasses, and more makeup for my role.”
Veruca Salt steals the show from headliner Bush

By Marc Harmanston

Veruca Salt, an energetic and engaging band, recently performed at the Joel in Winston-Salem. Though they were the opening act for Bush, the group stole the show with their enthusiastic stage presence and captivating performances.

Veruca Salt opened their set with a high-energy song that immediately grabbed the audience's attention. The band's lead singer, Snakehips, showcased her impressive vocal range and stage presence, captivating the crowd with her dynamic performance.

Throughout their set, Veruca Salt demonstrated their versatility by incorporating a range of musical styles into their performance. From punk-pop anthems to soulful ballads, the band delivered a captivating show that kept the audience engaged from start to finish.

The band's set included popular hits such as "Be With Me," "The Only One," and "Volcano Girls," which were well-received by the audience. The crowd responded enthusiastically to the band's powerful vocals and high-energy music, creating a lively atmosphere.

During their performance, Veruca Salt interacted with the audience, encouraging them to sing along and participate in the show. The band's infectious energy and engaging stage presence created a memorable experience for the audience.

Veruca Salt's performance at the Joel was a testament to their talent and dedication to their craft. Their musicianship, stage presence, and ability to connect with the audience made them a memorable opener for Bush's performance, captivating the audience and leaving a lasting impression.

In conclusion, Veruca Salt's performance at the Joel was a highlight of the night, showcasing their talent and setting the stage for an exhilarating evening of music. Their energetic and engaging performance left the audience thrilled and eager for more from this talented band.

---

Bosstones and Pietersisters

BLOW THE ROOF OFF ZIGGY'S

By Interviewer

The Bosstones are an American punk rock band known for their high-energy live shows and catchy melodies. Though associated with the ska genre, they have incorporated elements of punk rock and hardcore into their music, creating a unique sound that appeals to a wide audience.

The band's frontman, Dimet, and guitarist, Ben, are both skilled musicians, and their energetic stage presence is complemented by the band's strong rhythm section. The Bosstones' music is characterized by catchy hooks, memorable choruses, and driving basslines that keep listeners on their toes.

Throughout their career, the Bosstones have released numerous albums and have performed at various venues across the United States. Despite their success, the band remains grounded and dedicated to their craft, always striving to produce music that resonates with their fans.

The Bosstones' upcoming tour is sure to be a coast-to-coast spectacle of punk rock energy and fan interaction. Don't miss this opportunity to see one of the most innovative and entertaining bands in the punk rock scene live in action!